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Ask almost any Bible Toten, Blood Bought
Child of the Living God if they would
build a Bible Doctrine WITHOUT having
any Bible Verses to base that doctrine on,
and they would laugh in your face. Most
would be deeply offended. But when it
comes to the issue of SPEAKING IN
OTHER TONGUES this is not the case.
PLEASE HEAR ME OUT, AT LEAST
THROUGH THIS INTRODUCTION.
There are many who believe that
SPEAKING IN TONGUES is of the devil.
I would challenge these people to sight one
scripture which has caused them to believe
that speaking in tongues is of the devil. If
some mans experience is what has caused
one to believe that speaking in tongues is
of the devil, that would not impress God.
For you, or me to tell The Great Lord God
Almighty, The Ancient of Days, The
Awesome Lord Creator, that we reached a
doctrinal conclusion and came to base our
beliefs on, ours or some other mans life
experience, and NOT ON GODS WORD,
LIKE GOD THE FATHER CREATOR
HAS COMMANDED US TO DO, that,
would seem like a very fool hardy. All
our beliefs as Bible believing followers of
Jesus Christ, The Resurrected from the
dead, The Son of the Living God, The
Lord, The Master, The King of the
Universe, all our believing is, according to
The Lords own Word, all our believing is
supposed to be founded and grounded in
the Word of God, The Bible ONLY AND
ALWAYS!
If our thinking and our
believing is rooted in something OTHER
THAN The Bible, The Written Word of the
Living God, we are in all likelihood in
error.
Doubtless, this is a very
exaggerated introduction to a very brief
discussion about Speaking in other tongues
as it relates to the Holy Spirit and the
Bible. We are believing that there will be
many people who will read this and be
swayed toward believing the Bible over the
traditions of men, where speaking in
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tongues is concerned. It is very amazing
how people will believe something some
man has told them over the words written
in the Bible. There are people who would
fight you, with fist or weapons, if you were
to challenge their being a Bible Believing
Child of The Living God. I mean they
would go to fist city and hurt you if you
pressed them on the subject. The entire
New Testament was written by Tongue
Talkers, yet, many of these confessing
Bible believers swear that speaking in
tongues is of the devil without one bible
verse that implies or suggest THAT on any
level. Jesus said believers would speak in
tongues. Still, some believe that speaking
in tongues is of the devil. Paul said he
speaks in tongues more than you all. Still,
some believe that speaking in tongues is of
the devil. On the day of Pentecost, the
Bible says, they all spoke with tongues.
Still, some believe that speaking in tongues
is of the devil. In the house of Cornelius,
the Bible says they Spoke with tongues.
Still, some believe that speaking in tongues
is of the devil. In Ephesus, Acts 19, it says
they spoke with tongues. Still, some
believe that speaking in tongues is of the
devil. Paul told the Corinthians, not to
forbid speaking in tongues. Still, some
believe that speaking in tongues is of the
devil. And, even though there is so very
much Bible evidence that SPEAKING IN
TONGUES is in Gods plan and Gods
Purpose for Gods Church, there are still
those who think God is WRONG! This
very short edification is for those who
choose to believe the Bible over the
traditions of men. It is for those who have
been misinformed and are, unintentionally,
riding the fence on this subject. It is for
those who are feeling a pull of the Spirit of
God to embrace the Spirit and the Bible.
Doubtless, there is also the concern about
the persecution. For a certainty, some of
your friends and some of your church peers
are going to say you are now serving the
devil. They said Jesus had a devil. The
Bible says that all who will live godly in
Christ Jesus will suffer persecution. And in
the mind of this author, the persecution is
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the real fear of
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Is Speaking in Tongues From God or the Devil? Charisma News Jul 25, 2010 One very good example is the long
and detailed study carried out back in the early .. (speaking in tongues) and the baptism in the Holy Spirit, is not at all
speak in toungs .not for me .i also think its from the devil .and she is crazy I see speaking in tongues as one of the many
gifts of the Holy Spirit that The Difference between the Evidence and the Gift of Tongues However, the gift was
actually filled with several armed warriors! Today the devil is using a counterfeit gift of the Spirit -a pagan form of the
gift of tongues- Have you received the baptism of the Holy Ghost? There are only three actual examples of speaking in
tongues recorded in the Bible (Acts chapters 2, 10, and 19). 5 Things You Need to Know About Speaking in Tongues
This simple study will show once and for all that speaking in tongues had ended and Pentecostals to speak in tongues is
the devils lie to deceive and destroy some Because of this, prophets had to work together, for their gifts were very . to
demand speaking in tongues as evidence of the baptism of the Holy Ghost is Holy Spirit - Spiritual Gifts - Ask the
Pastor View Sep 16, 2014 Far from being nonsense, when we pray in tongues we are actually Praying in tongues is
like a spiritual workoutit builds you up and makes you . I was baptized in the Holy Spirit 44 years ago and pray in
tongues, sing in Speaking in tongues - Southern Nazarene University This-evening were going to take a look at the
gift of speaking with tongues. This actually means a single tongue and not to a faculty for speaking in various .. with the
Holy Spirit . . . you could be baptized into the Devils power, and speak in Present-Day Speaking in Tongues - Bible
Standard Ministries Do you have something through the Internet about speaking in tongues? We have a friend, What
is the difference between the fruit and the gifts of the Holy Spirit? Could you receive the gift of tongues without the
baptism in the HS? I have heard it said that Satan and demons cannot understand speaking in tongues. Is speaking in
tongues evidence for having the Holy Spirit? - eBible Sep 12, 2013 This is very serious and concerning since Jesus
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describes blasphemy The Charismatic Movement has stolen the Holy Spirit and created a golden calf and . Spirit or an
entirely different spirit working through those who speak in tongues. . Also, no one can bind satan, only God has the
power to do that. Understanding Tongues Free Book Library Amazing Facts Questions and answers on praying and
speaking in tongues. Tongues are specifically prophesied in Is. 28:11, (and the Pentecostal Baptism in Joel 2:28-32). A
born again Spirit-filled believer speaking or praying by the Holy Spirit in the language of That is a common false
teaching Satan uses to hobble Christians. John MacArthur accuses half-a-billion Christians of blasphemy The Bible
is very plain in its teaching on both the gift of divers tongues and the Tongues as the initial evidence of the Holy Ghost
baptism is irrefutable. . the Holy Ghost is not speaking the rattle comes from either self, the devil, or both. The Gift of
Tongues > Errors in Modern Pentecostalism George E The Charismatic movement is of the Devil. If speaking in
tongues is a sign of being saved and spiritual (as Pentecostals Listen friend, any spirit that is not the Holy Spirit is a
familiar spirit (demonic). the term speaking in tongues but, no one actually spoke in tongues in the Bible. . He never
mentions baptism either. Speaking in Tongues FAQ - Born Again Christian Info Some churches allow any and all
speaking in tongues and even say that speaking in tongues must be done in order to prove you have the Holy Ghost. Its
really simple. Sometimes some people speak false gibbish, some times people speak in devil tongues BUT other times
some people do correctly use the real gift Truth about Speaking in Tongues - I Saw The Light Ministries Sep 9,
2014 Is speaking in tongues from God or the devil? of them were filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak in other
tongues as the Spirit enabled them. Far from being nonsense, when we pray in tongues we are actually declaring
Receive the power and gifts that come through the Holy Spirit Baptism. Speaking In Tongues EXPOSED! - in Jesus
Name, and filled with the Holy ghost with the evidence of Speaking in Tongues one is not a Christian and headed for a
Devils hell. . The Bible really is a simple book to understand but when man attempts to add to it his opinion his B. It
is not the baptism of the Holy Spirit which the Apostles had. Tongues Devilish or Divine? Endtime Ministries with
Irvin Baxter A supplementary baptism with the Holy Spirit upon the Church, with a similar of Gods Holy Spirit would
fail, the miraculous gift of speaking in tongues . to be speaking in tongues is really either the result of extreme
emotionalism, . In these days the devil is working in every possible way to destroy the work of Christ. Why Do So
Many Pentecostals and Charismatics Not Speak in The speaking of tongues is a gift of the spirit, not a fruit of the
spirit. .. It really helped me understand a lot when I was just baptized in the spirit. . I believe that like every good gift of
God to the church, the devil has found a way to hijack and I Corinthians 14:18-40Speaking with Tongues - Bible
Believers Is the ability to speak in tongues proof that one has the gift of the Holy Spirit? Others believe it to be the
baptism of the Spirit predicted by John the Baptist Of course, what the disciples were saying was actually all Greek to
those who had . From the beginning, Satan, the god of this world (2 Corinthians 4:4), has Evangelical Culture Myths:
#1 Speaking in Tongues is from the Devil Do all who receive the Holy Spirit speak in tongues? What does the Bible
really say about the gift of tongues? Here are the Is this baptism with the Holy Spirit? . The devil has substituted the
true biblical gift of tongues with a counterfeit. Tongues Have Ceased - Let God be True! Counterfeit money that is
badly printed doesnt stay in circulation very long, but if it is . It is the choice of the Spirit as to who speaks in tongues
and who does not. We are being told that the baptism of the Holy Spirit is an act subsequent to . But it is a manifestation
of carnal barrenness, which is ultimately of the devil. And for more information on being baptized in the Holy Spirit,
you can go to The proof of being filled with the Holy Spirit is not speaking in tongues. So we really dont have evidence
that the people who were speaking in tongues Were going to need the power of God to cast out devils and were going to
need tongues. The Ignorance on the Subject of Tongues is Mind-Boggling Sep 18, 2015 Because we are not praying
very much in other tongues. .. The devil cannot know what you are praying in tongues to God, Only God knows. The
Baptism IN the Holy Spirit is baptism BY Jesus (baptizer) into the Holy Spirit The False Gift of Tongues 1 Cor 12, 14
Jan 10, 2012 Paul apparently was the best at this speaking in tongues thing. problem we dont really know what
speaking in tongues actually is or if it ever actually happens. [5] Michael Green, I Believe in the Holy Spirit (revised
edition), 219. in various Charismatic meetings, asking for the baptism of the Spirit. Dr. J. Rodman Williams: 11. Gifts
of the Holy Spirit - Jan 12, 2015 Questions and answers about speaking in tongues. Question: Does the Nazarene
Church believe in being baptized in the Holy Spirit? gave me the feeling they were testifying to something they really
did not have. . the gift of tongues so that they could pray to God in the spirit without Satan being able Is it a must to
speak in tongues if you are filled with the Holy Spirit? It was even suggested by some that it was of the devil. When
I chose to pray in tongues, will the Holy Spirit always be praying through me? Actually, years before, I was baptized in
the Holy Spirit while I was worshipping God alone, driving Speaking in Tongues Mar 23, 2014 This unique gift of
the Holy Spirit actually announced the birth of receive when we are baptized in the Holy Spirit, use it for a season, and
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then put it out to pasture Praying in tongues actually unlocks other revelatory gifts of the Holy There are many
believers who speak in tongues but live like the devil. Why I left the Pentecostal church -
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